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1. Role of World Bank in enhancing public debt  
management (PDM) capacity is largely demand-driven  
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DMOs in EM countries 

Should we modify our debt law?  
How to design a medium term 
debt management strategy?  

How does our PDM rate vs. international 
sound practice? 

How to sequence a PDM reform plan? 

Any consultants for domestic debt 
market development? 

What is performance-based auditing of 
PDM? 

The World Bank  

Help us hedge our interest rate risk 

How should we issue government securities? 
 



WB is offering a range of capacity-enhancing services and 
financial products, for Middle and Low Income countries (*) 
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1. Public Debt Management (PDM) institutional 

capacity building (for both national and subnational 
governments) 
 

2. Funding  of the application to countries of specific 
tools for diagnosis of PDM, design of PDM reform 
plan, and design of PDM strategy (N, SubN) 
 

3. Risk management financial products for IBRD 
countries implementation of PDM strategy  
 

4. Domestic Government Debt Market Development 
as it relates to PDM 
 

(*) Differentiated products and services. 
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Units Involved in Public Debt Management: 
• The World Bank Treasury (TRE) 
• Financial & Private Sector Development (FPD) 
• Poverty Reduction & Economic Management 

(PRMED) 
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  Role of the World Bank in enhancing public debt management capacity 

 

 

 

 PUBLIC DEBT MANAGEMENT AND  

 FINANCIAL SOLUTIONS 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 World Bank Treasury 
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Financial Advisory and Banking (FAB):  
Who we are  
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Reserves Advisory 
& Management 

Program (RAMP) 

Strengthening the 
capacity of official 
sector asset 
managers to 
manage foreign 
reserves and pools 
of national assets 

Government Debt 
& Risk 

Management 
Providing advisory 

services and 
training to 

strengthen the 
capacity of 

governments to 
manage debt and 

risk 

Financial  
Solutions 

Designing financial 
products, structuring 
solutions, and 
providing capacity 
building to help 
clients mobilize 
resources and 
manage risks  

 

 
 

 

 

45 central banks, 
national pension 
funds, and 
sovereign wealth 
funds  

 

20+ countries on 
average per year 

Customized risk 
management 
transactions for 13 
countries in FY12 
 

 



 
Financial Advisory and Banking (FAB)  

produce public goods on PDM 
 

 Co-author with IMF of WB-IMF Guidelines for Public Debt 
Management  

 Co-author with IMF in design of Medium-Term Debt Management 
Strategy toolkit 

 Co-design Debt Management Performance Assessment (DeMPA) 
toolkit and Reform Plan methodology 

 Publications: 
–Sound Practice in Debt Management (2004), lessons learnt from pilot program 

(2007) 

–Case studies and papers, e.g. :  
Risk measurement, strategy design (2002, 2007) 
Governance (2003, 2006, 2007) 
Coordination with macroeconomic policies (2007) 
Impact of global financial crisis on mgt of public debt in emerging markets 

(2010) 
Forthcoming: book on strategy design, paper on projecting financial variables, 

paper on non-resident participation in markets 
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The WB-IMF Guidelines for PDM 
established  a standard 

 Reference point for sound public debt management 

 Published in 2001, updated in 2003 

 Input from debt experts in over 30 countries 
 

The guidelines cover 6 major themes: 
– Objectives and coordination 

– Transparency and accountability 

– Institutional framework 

– Debt management strategy 

– Risk management framework 

– Development and maintenance of an efficient market for government 
securities 

 



Government Debt & Risk Management  
Program (GDRM) 

 
 A multi-donor trust fund launched in September 2011 

 
 Focus is on capacity building in middle income countries 

(MICs) 
 

 All advisory tailored to client needs; can focus on entire debt 
management process, or on a specific aspects of debt 
management practices 
 

 Initially funded by the Swiss State Secretariat for Economic 
Affairs (SECO) 
 

 In close coordination with Disaster Risk Management (FPD), 
also SECO funded. 
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Government Debt & Risk Management Program 
provides advice on a range of topics 
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1. Governance 
 legal framework 

  institutional arrangements 

 accountability and transparency mechanisms 
 

2. Debt management strategy and risk management  
 Formulation of debt management strategies based on: 

–  cost-risk analysis   

– considering country’s macroeconomic framework  

– considering  level of debt market development.  

– including identification and assessment of contingent liabilities (e.g. 
guarantees) and other fiscal risks, where market-based mitigation 

measures may be possible.  



Government Debt & Risk Management Program 
provides advice on a range of topics (cont). 
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3. Capacity and management of internal operations 
 organizational structure 

 skills mix and capacity of staff 

 internal management processes and procedures 

 operational risk management 

 IT systems for DeM transactions 

 

4. Coordination with cash management, macroeconomic 
policy and debt market development 

 establishing  efficient coordination mechanisms with the central bank, 
fiscal and budget planning, cash management  

  promoting regular sharing of information among these stakeholders 

–   



Government Debt & Risk Management Program 
provides advice on a range of topics (cont). 
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5.  Debt management strategy implementation 

 analysis of sources of financing available to the government 

 accessing derivatives markets 

 executing domestic debt program 

 strategies for risk management of contingent liabilities and other fiscal 
risks 

 

6. Capital market access strategy 

 developing a funding program strategy 

 strengthening investor relations and rating agency relationships 

 designing and executing transactions, evaluating and executing structured 
financing proposals as part of a sovereign liability portfolio 

–   



Government Debt & Risk Management Program: 
the typical process for advisories 
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 Diagnosis of a country’s PDM 

– Needs Assessment of PDM and Domestic Debt Market Development 

– Debt Management Performance Assessment Tool (DeMPA)  toolkit 

– Recent studies by other IFIs 

 Design of a PDM Reform Program 

– Largely chosen by the government authorities, involving their priorities 
(tailored to their needs  

– Program design includes careful sequencing of activities, logframe with 
activities, outputs, outcomes and results, as well as a budget, timeframe 

 Reform program implementation  

 Help in obtaining appropriate consultants; providing quality control of their 
work; general guidance of the program, and providing direct TA 



FAB also collaborating with work related to Low-
Income Countries…. 

Application of specific PDM tools: 
 

 Diagnostic of country’s PDM with the Debt Management 
Performance Assessment Tool (DeMPA) 

 

 Assistance to countries in design of Medium Term Debt 
Management Strategy  

 

 Assistance to countries with Reform Plan design  

 

 
 For more information on Treasury’s role in enhancing capacity building in 

public debt management, see: 
http://treasury.worldbank.org/bdm/htm/advisory_services.html 
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….and providing training and conferences 
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 Multi-country forums and workshops 

• Sovereign Debt Management Forum (bi-annual) 

• Government Borrower’s Forum (annual) 

• Government Debt Management Strategies Design, complemented by 
FCMSM Government Debt Management Strategies Implementation (half-
yearly)  

 

 Workshops delivered in clients’ offices, as for example: 

• February 2013, Panama:  Training middle office of the Public  Debt 
Department on designing debt management strategies and risk indicators  

• December 2012,  Pakistan:  MTDS workshop  

• April 2013, Brazil:  Debt management training to subnationals, in 
partnership with the Brazilian National Treasury 

 

 
 For more information on Treasury’s role in enhancing capacity building in public debt 

management, see:  http://treasury.worldbank.org/bdm/htm/advisory_ser 

 

 

 

 

 



 FAB also provides IBRD countries with 
financial solutions for implementation of PDM strategy 
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FAB’s aim is to collaborate effectively to meet clients’ financing and risk 
management needs  

Clients come to World Bank not only to borrow and obtain technical expertise , 
but also to manage financial and non-financial risks to the budget. 

Economic policy, public sector 
management, health and 
education, etc.   

 
Risk Mitigation Tools 

Standardized options 

Customized options 

Financing  Technical expertise 



World Bank Group Financial Solutions 

Risks Financial Solutions 

Fi
n

an
ci

al
 R

is
ks

 

 Liquidity and credit crunch 

 Uncertainty around govt. regulatory 
regimes 

 

 

 Mismatch between foreign currency 
loans and local currency revenues   

 

 Cash flow issues jeopardizing 
compliance with investment 
programs 

 Interest rate volatility 

 Commodity price volatility (oil, food)  

Low cost loans; Contingent credit lines;       
 
Guarantees and political risk insurance 
(IBRD/IDA,    IFC, MIGA) 
Guarantees and political risk insurance 
(IBRD/IDA,  IFC, MIGA) 
          
Local currency financing (IBRD, IFC); Derivative 
transactions to convert  currencies (IBRD, IFC) 
  
Customized repayments and longer repayment 
terms (up to 30 yrs) (IBRD) 
 
Interest rate fixing with derivatives (swaps,     
 caps, collars) (IBRD, IFC) 
          
Commodity hedges (IFC, IBRD/IDA) 

N
o

n
-

Fi
n

an
ci

al
  

R
is

ks
 Extreme weather risks  

Natural disasters and adaptation to 
climate change 

 

Weather hedges (IBRD/IDA) 

Markets instruments to manage risk and 
mobilize financing (IBRD, IFC) 
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Loans 
 IBRD Flexible Loan (IFL) 

 Local currency loans 

Contingent Financing  Deferred Drawdown Option (DDO) 

Credit Enhancement 
 Partial risk guarantees (IBRD and IDA) 
 Partial credit and policy-based guarantees 
 MIGA NHSFO 

Hedging Products 

 Currency swaps 
 Interest rate swaps 
 Interest rate caps and collars 
 Commodity price swaps 

Disaster Risk Management 

 Weather hedges 

 Cat DDO 

 Insurance pools 

 Catastrophe bonds 

Client Advisory Services 

 Asset management 

 Public debt management  

 Asset-liability management 

 Capital market access strategy & implementation 

 Transaction processing, reporting, and IT  

 
IBRD financial solutions can help protect  

current investments & enable future projects 
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 Role of the World Bank in enhancing public debt management capacity  

 

 

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR LOW  
INCOME COUNTRIES 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Economic Policy and Debt Department 
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Other services for building PDM capacity in Low 
Income Countries 

The Debt Management Facility  
 Multi-donor trust fund established to assist Low-Income 

Countries (LICs) in strengthening their PDM capacity.  
 
DMF finances: 
1. Debt Management Performance Assessment Tool (DeMPA) 
2. Debt Management Reform Plan design, which provides a 

road map for reform implementation and formulates 
expected results.  

3. Medium Term Debt Management (MTDS) toolkit , which 
provides a framework for formulating and implementing a 
debt management strategy for the medium term.  

 
For more information: http://worldbank.org/debt 
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Subnational Debt Management 

 An important public policy agenda for developing countries.  

 

 The work program provides for technical assistance, policy 
advice and training on conceptual and operational aspects of 
subnational debt management,  

– E.g. including the regulatory frameworks for subnational 
borrowing and debt management.  

 

 The Subnational DeMPA tool and and Guide are available at: 
http://go.worldbank.org/4VX651FHB0. 
 

 
 For more information: http://worldbank.org/debt 
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http://go.worldbank.org/4VX651FHB0


Also provides training 

Regional and centralized workshops on: 

 

 Medium Term Debt Management Strategy design  

 DeMPA indicators and Reform Plan Design (N, SubN)  

 

 

 

 

 

 For more information: http://worldbank.org/debt 
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Role of the World Bank in enhancing public debt management capacity 

 
 
 
DOMESTIC DEBT MARKET DEVELOPMENT 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Financial Capital Markets and Securities Markets 
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Domestic government debt  
market development is essential for PDM 

In addition, it has wider implications for capital markets 
  
Government debt market development aims to: 

– improve fiscal and monetary management,  
– enhance domestic investors’ access to savings products 
–  provide foundation for real sector fixed income products.  

 
Provide support in: 

– Efficient money and primary markets 
– Active secondary markets 
– Access to a diversified investor base 
– Sound securities custody and settlement systems 
– Robust debt market regulation 
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Key offering is the Global Emerging Markets 
Local Currency Bond Program (Gemloc) 

 Supports and leverages country-specific programs and 
country-led market reforms through: 

– assistance for governments to develop a road map for debt 
market reforms, and support them in its implementation.  

– innovative global products to support debt market 
development 

– Cross-country Peer Group Dialogue (PGD): A fast, cost-
effective way for countries to share development 
challenges and discuss policy actions 

– practical, empirically-based research designed to identify 
and tackle knowledge gaps and disseminate best practices 
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DeMPA indicator on PDM auditing 
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What is the Debt Management Performance 
Assessment (DeMPA)? 

 DeMPA is a methodology for assessing public debt management 
performance through a comprehensive set of performance 
indicators spanning the full range of government debt management 
functions 

 

 It may be applied in all developing countries 

 

 Covers all Central Government DeM and connected activities  

 Exception: DSA and debt reporting include total non-financial 
public sector debt and loan guarantees 

 

 Flexible application in sub-national context but keeping in view the 
degrees of subnational borrowing jurisdictions, a more focused tool 
is being developed 
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What is the Debt Management Performance 
Assessment (DeMPA)? 

 

Scoring methodology: 
 Quantifiable letter scores (A to D), where 

 Minimum requirement = Score C  

Important for effective debt management 

 Absence of minimum requirement = Score D  

Signals an area of priority attention 

 Sound practice = Score A  (B intermediate for more granularity) 

 Not rated – if process/system does not exist (e.g., derivatives) 

 

 Meeting all criteria for the minimum requirements is important for 
effective DeM 

 No aggregation across indicators and no weights assigned to scores 
 

 

 



Summary of DeMPA 

 

 
Objective 

• Assess public debt 
management 
performance capacity 
 

• Monitor performance 
overtime 
 

• Enable design of reform 
program 
 

• Fosters donor 
harmonization based on 
common understanding 
of priorities  

Methodology coverage 

• 15 Debt Performance 
Indicators (DPI) 
 

• 35 Dimensions 
 

• Covers six core DeM 
functions 
 

• Complemented by a 
Guide – provides 
background material, 
rationale, indicative 
questions  
 

Implementation 

• Assessment missions 
 

• Performance Report 
 

• No conditionality 
 

• Report is released at the 
authorities’ discretion 
 

• Demand-driven 
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 Governance and Strategy Development 

DPI-1 Legal Framework 

DPI-2 Managerial Structure 

DPI-3 Debt Management Strategy  

DPI-4 Evaluation of Debt Management Operations 

DPI-5 Audit 

 Coordination with Macroeconomic Policies 

DPI-6 Coordination with Fiscal Policy 

DPI-7 Coordination with Monetary Policy 

 Borrowing and Related Financing Activities 

DPI-8 Domestic Borrowing 

DPI-9 External Borrowing 

DPI-10 Loan Guarantees, On-lending and Derivatives 

 Cash Flow Forecasting and Cash Balance Management 

DPI-11 Cash Flow Forecasting and Cash Balance Management 

 Operational Risk Management 

DPI-12 Debt Administration and Data Security 

DPI-13 Segregation of Duties, Staff Capacity and Business Continuity 

 Debt Records and Reporting 

DPI-14 Debt Records 

DPI-15 Debt Reporting 

 

The 15 DeMPA indicators (for national govt.) 
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Planning 

Contracting 

Servicing 

Reporting 

Middle Office 

Back Office Front Office 

Back Office 

Borrowing and Related 
Financing Activities 

(DPI 8, 9, and 10)  

Co-ordination with 
Macroeconomic Policies 

(DPI 6 and 7) 

Cashflow 
Forecasting and Cash Balance 

Management 
(DPI 11) 

Operational Risk 
Management 

(DPI 12 and 13) 

Governance and Accountability 
(DPI 1, 2, 4, and 5) 

Debt Records 
and Reporting 
(DPI 14 and 15) 

Strategy Development 
(DPI 3) 



Indicators reflect that PDM has evolved and now has 
PDM strategy at its center… 

 Historically, government debt management was limited to 
borrowing, recording, and debt servicing 

 
 There was one policy goal 

– Ensure that government financing needs were met 
 

 This narrow objective had consequences 
– Multiple borrowing units (front offices) 
– Several debt databases 
– No systematic analysis of cost/risk in the debt portfolio (i.e., no 

middle-office function) 
– Narrow scope of the legal framework, typically limited to 

borrowing authorization 
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…with a new definition 

“Sovereign debt management is the process of 
establishing and executing a strategy for managing 
the government’s debt in order to raise the required 
amount of funding, achieve its risk and cost 
objectives, and meet any other sovereign debt 
management goals the government may have set, 
such as developing and maintaining an efficient 
market for government securities.” 

 
World Bank and IMF (2001), Guidelines for Public Debt Management 
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Consequently, new issues moved to the center 

 Policy goals 
– What are the long-term debt management objectives?  

 

 Strategy design 
– How best to achieve those goals?  

 

 De-politicization and decision-making 
– What is to be decided at the political level, and what is best left 

to professional debt managers?  

 

 Organizational arrangements 
– Is a debt management office required, and how to set it up?  
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Consequently, new issues moved to the center  
(cont.) 

 Evaluation  

– How to evaluate the performance of debt management?  

 

 Audit 

– How to have a performance audit of debt management? 

 

 Regulatory changes 

– What legal framework is needed in this new environment?  
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Strategy design 

 A medium-term debt management strategy guides 
borrowing decisions 
– What are the preferred cost/risk trade-offs? 

– Will the government borrow short-term to reduce cost, or 
long-term to reduce interest-rate and rollover risks? 

– Will the government borrow in foreign currencies to 
reduce cost, or in local currency to reduce the exchange-
rate exposure? 

– How to promote development of the domestic debt 
market through the government’s debt management 
transactions? 
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Evaluation and audit 

 Before the focus was more limited 

– Reports limited to debt statistics 

– Audits mostly covered the financial accounts 

 

 Now the analysis is richer, considering debt management as a 
process 

– Evaluation reports submitted to the legislature, covering all 
debt management activities, assessment of outcomes 
against the stated policy goals, and compliance with the 
debt management strategy 

– Increasingly a focus on performance audits 
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Pulling it together 

40 

Principal Debt 

Management Entity 

Minister/Cabinet 

Legislature 

Audit 

Central 

Bank 



Indicator 5: Audit (dimension 1) 
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• External audit of debt management activities, policies, and 
operations within the past 5 years Score C 

• Plus…  Frequent external audits (every 3-5 years) and annual 
internal audits Score B 

• Plus…  External audits conducted every 2-3 years and 
external audit reports are made public within 6 months  Score A 



Indicator 5: Audit (dimension 2) 
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• Commitment to address audit outcomes Score C 

• Plus…  Strong commitment Score B 

• Plus…  Immediate commitment Score A 



Preliminary results based on finalized  
DeMPA reports (57 in 2012) 
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 Thank you. 
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Financial Advisory and Banking Contacts 

 
Axel Peuker 

Director, Financial Advisory and Banking 
202-473-8676 

apeuker@worldbank.org  
 

Phillip Anderson  
Senior Manager, Government Debt & Risk Management Advisory 

202-473-4328 
prdanderson@worldbank.org 

 
Miguel Navarro-Martin 
Head, Banking Products 

202-458-4722  
mnavarromartin@worldbank.org 

 
Christian Bernhard Mulder   

Senior Manager, Reserves Advisory & Management Program 
RAMP@worldbank.org 

  
Elizabeth Currie 

Lead Financial Officer 
202-473-0084  

ecurrie@worldbank.org   
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